
VERA FOR AUTODESK 
(AUTOCAD AND INVENTOR)
SECURE YOUR DESIGNS FROM PROTOTYPE TO PRODUCTION

Whether you’re designing wind turbines, semiconductors, or cutting-edge medical 

devices, your most valuable intellectual property lives in CAD. But as your organization 

shares confidential engineering drawings with external suppliers, how do you ensure 

your competitors can’t access them? You have to have total control over the data, all the 

time, to prevent data loss.

Vera is the first and only security solution that protects your design files throughout 

their entire life cycle. And with Vera’s integration into PTC’s Product Lifecycle 

Management (PLM) and CAD systems like Autodesk, you can automatically protect 

designs as they’re created, checked in, checked out, and sent externally for approval.

Control how your team works 
with CAD  

With Vera’s data-centric security and control, 
you can ensure your design files are secure, 
no matter where they travel. Vera empowers 
you to control who can access your CAD 
files and what recipients can do with them 
across all platforms, regardless of where your 
designs ultimately travel. 

• Secure complex AutoCad and Inventor 
files, on any desktop

• Enforce security permissions on CAD 
designs that always stick to your data 

• Prevent data loss by restricting copy/
paste, editing, and printing

• Preserve ownership with custom 
watermarks and by restricting screenshots
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Protect your designs from 
competitors’ prying eyes  

Organizations who depend on CAD have never 
been able to secure proprietary drawings 
once they’re downloaded, copied or moved 
offline by departing employees or third-
party suppliers. With Vera, you can secure 
CAD drawings from creation to production, 
and even after they’re shared to untrusted 
networks or devices.

• Prevent unauthorized access to your data 
by competitors or suppliers 

• Restrict CAD access to select users, 
domains or project groups 

• Dynamically revoke access from any user, 
device or domain

Securing innovation through PLM 
and beyond 
 
The balance between efficiency, innovation, and 
control is critical to your PLM implementation. 
But once confidential designs are checked out 
of the system, security teams lose all visibility 
and control over your critical IP. Vera solves this 
challenge by automatically securing files as they 
move through your PLM process to ensure your 
security controls persist with your CAD files, 
anywhere and always. Even if they’re downloaded 
and shared externally.

• Automatically secure design files uploaded to 
Windchill PLM

• Automatically protect CAD files as they’re 
“checked out” 

• Track access and changes to designs 
internally and externally, anywhere in           
the world

WITH VERA, POSSESSION OF DATA NO LONGER EQUALS ACCESS.

Vera is providing leading manufacturing and engineering firms “always-on” security not 
only for CAD but all other data driving the innovation process. With a frictionless, mobile, 
and agentless experience, Vera ensures you’re in control of your core IP and protecting your 
organization’s bottom line.
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